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First Graders' Strategies for Inventing Spellings

Comprehensive studies of children's invented spellings tend to focus on the

characteristics of the resultant spellings (Chomsky, 1976: Henderson. 1981, 1985; Read.

1971, 1986; Treiman. 1993). These studies have been important in showing what

spelling knowledge children have as revealed by their invented spellings. Unfortunately

these studies stop there. By considering only the end result of spelling attempts, research

has ignored much of the knowledge that children have and use in inventing spellings. In

order to investigate invented spelling as a means of instruction for spelling and writing in

the primary grades. it's important not only to look at what children do. as revealed by

resultant invented spellings, but also what they are consciouslyi trying to do in the

process of inventing spellings.

Through the present study 1 looked at the process of inventing spellings, with

particular attention to the conscious thoughts of first graders as they invented spellings. I

was curious to see what strategies this group of first graders reported using when

inventing spellings, and what attitudes they revealed about invented spelling.

It is Important to consider what knowledge children bring to spellinu, and what

knowledge they make a point of usinu in inventing speihngs. Such insight can be

extremely helpful to the classroom teacher w ho needs to personalize spelling instruction.

By examining conscious spelling strategies. the teacher can become aware of the

preconceptions individual children have about the spelling process. and about spelling

rules. And, like the classroom teacher, we as researchers cannot begin to discuss the

development of spelling know iedize until we look at the process of construcung spellings.

as well as the final product.

1Piaget has defined consciousness as ''the child's ability to produce a coherent verbal account of the
mentalprocesses underlying his behavior" (Ginsburg 8,-. Opper, I 988. P. 176)
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METHOD

The Classroom

In order to undertake this study I became a participant-observer in a first grade

classroom in a public K-2 school in the San Francisco Bay Area. This particular

classroom was chosen because the classroom teacher, Linda, encouraged her students to

invent spellings whenever possible. This was important for my purposes because I was

interested in observing the children in the process of inventing spellings.

From the beginning Linda made it clear to the children that I was interested in

their writing and especially their invented spellings. I did not ask her to make this

explicit, and may have preferred the children to just know I was interested in their

writing in general, but perhaps since the children did know I was genuiney interested in

their invented spelling they were more eager to share their spellings with me.

Since I had taken on the role of participant observer, rather than just observer. I

found myself haying to define my role in the classroom for the children. They often

asked me if I was a teacher. and when I told them I was not, they wanted to know what I

was. They seemed comfortable with my explanation that I was a s sent just like them

and was studying their writing, and that I was also someone they could come to for help.

hut that I was not a disciplinarian.

The a% erage aue of the 28 first graders in this classroom at the time of this study

was 6:6. with ages ramling from 6.0 to 7:12. Many different ethnicities were represented

in this classroom, but the majority of students were European American (46.4%). There

were no other significant numbers edam one ethnicity. Only 10.700 were African-

American. 7 14°0 were I atino. 7.14% \kere Korean-American and another 7.14% were

Japanese ESL students. The remaining 21.4°0 was comprised of students from India

24111 aees are as of November. 1994

4
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(Punjabi), New Zealand, South America. Poland, South Africa and South Korea3. In

addition. 46% were female and 54% were male.

The Classroom Teacher: Linda

The first day that I visi-ted the classroom, Linda was preparing the class for

writing in their daybooks'. She was very explicit about the fact that the children should

invent spellings for any words they wanted to write but didn't know how to spell, and she

even went so far as to model invented spelling for them. She modelled the process of

inventing spellings for the phrase "I jumped on the structure," which resulted in the

spelling "I jt n da me (September 27, 1994). I was somewhat skeptical at first about the

effectiveness of actually teaching first graders to invent spellings--doesn't that defeat the

purpose? But perhaps it was necessary at first in order to get the children used to the idea

of inventing spellings, and for them to really see what was expected from them.

Linda continued to encourage the children to invent spellings whenever possible,

although when she saw that a child was really struggling with a word and that trying to

invent a spelling was really ineffectual. she Wrote the problematic word on a small card

for the child to copy. Early in the school year Linda often praised the children in front of

the whole class for their invented spellinus, including Miranda's invented spelling of

"Whiskers" (the name of the classroom guinea pig). Once or twice i also observed her

conducting a mini-invented spelling "lesson.' by having a child invent a spelling for the

class. For example. she helped Jerry invent a spelling for the word "fort" (October 11,

1994). This same day I also heard Linda encourage the class to look back through their

daybooks at earlier invented spellings for help if they got stuck. This sort of explicit talk

about invented spellinu seemed to taper off as the year progressed and more and more of

the children were beginning to find invented spelling useful in their writing.

3The fact that this school was located in close proximity to oraduate student family housino helps explain the
extreme diversity in this classroom

4Their daybooks were pattes of construction paper stapled toQether like books.
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In a recent interview. I spoke with Linda about her own feelings about invented

spelling and its role in the writing and reading curriculum. She expressed her 'reeling that

invented spelling is a very useful technique for helping first graders develop their writing

skills without getting hung up on the particulars of spelling.

To Linda, encouraging the children to invent spellings does not equate itself with

teaching them that spelling is not important. "I want them to talk about it, I don't want

them to ignore spelling as an issue, or tell them that it doesn't matter. I find myself

saying 'you need to use your invented spelling right now,' or 'I think you can sound it out,'

or 'why don't you try a few words and then I'll help you with this word.'"

She feels that "...my obligation is just to keep building on their notion that

spelling words is what's required in order to record what it is You want to say, and that

there are different kinds of spelling, there's conventional dictionary spelling, we're aiming

for that as learners, there are so many tricks to our spelling system...I just think my job

is to build awareness and to give them some tools and give them some practice."

Although Linda began the year encouraging the children to invent spellings, over

the school year she has gradually encouraged the children to concern themselves with

spelling correctly. In mid Spring she began assigning spelling words and giving the.

children a weekly spelling test designed to help them learn a number of things in addition

to spelling. The words tend to be sight words w hich the children may use often in their

writing, or encounter in their reading. Each word list contains words that follow a

pattern, for example words that end with "un," like "sun" and "fun." When I asked

w'nether she used these spelling tests in order to evaluate the children, she said "Oh. yeah.

Ii helps me know what they know, the kinds of errors they do. I have a list of every

word they've missed!"

In general, Linda is enthusiastic about the benefits of invented spelling for

learning to spell. She believes it is important for the children to construct their own

knowledge of the English spelling system, "we used to explicitly teach all those [spelling]
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rules, but it's wonderful that kids start making those discoveries [for themselves]" (April

4, 1995).

The Classroom Writing Environment

The class had assigned writing tables which Linda shifted around four or five

times throughout the school year. so the children had a relatively consistent aroup of

writing companions for a month or two at a time. There were from four to six children at

each table, and the children were not discouraged from talkina with each other durina

writing time, as long as it didn't get too noisy and they were able to get their writing done.

They usually wrote in their daybooks twice a week, and were free to choose their own

topics for writing. Linda offered help for those who had trouble thinkina of a topic for

writing.

The Focal Children

Early on in this study it became clear that I would need to focus my attention on a

select group of first graders from within this classroom. I consulted with Linda on which

students she felt were inventing their own spellinas and not relying on help from others

(whether those "others" happened to be the teacher, classroom helpers, or peers). I also

was interested in studvina children who were refleeme about their spellina. After

observing many of these children at work during their "daybook" writina time. I beaan to

focus on five of the nine students that Linda felt were "writers, at:d added another child

to my focal group whom I felt was also of particular interest. Unfortunately, half-way

throuah the study, one of the focal subjects moved away from the area. so I was not able

to follow him all the wav through. leaving the total number of subjects at five.

Permission to be invoked in this study was obtained from parents or auardians for all of

the focal children.

Amy is European American. and was 6:2 at the start of thic study, and 6:8 when I

completed data collection. Amv seems to fit the "aood student" stereotype, meanina that

she is very aware of what the teacher wants and what will please the teacher. She usually
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sits right in front during any activities that the class has on the classroom rug, and raises

her hand instead of yelling out answers like some of the other children. And, as you

might expect_ she was eager to share her work with me.

Anna is also European American, and was 5;10 at the start of this study, and 6:4

by the end of the study. She was the last child I considered including in my focal group,

mainly because it was very hard to get a feel for what she was thinking. She seemed very

curious of me, never asking me any questions about who I was or what I was doing, but

very often staring in my direction. When I first sat at her table and asked her what she

had been writing, she didn't respond. But as she wrote more she began talking to me

about what she was writing. I got the feeling that she didn't get much opportunity to talk

about her writing. There were two Japanese boys who spoke Japanese to each other at

her table. They did not speak with others at their table. The other girl at Anna's table

always seemed absorbed in w hat she was doing, and there was no one else at the table

with whom Anna could interact. I almost did not include Anna in my focal group

because I didn't see much happening in her daybook writing and activity that interested

me: she wasn't talking about ner writing, often NA hat she w;rote was very simplistic, and

she used the same forms over and o\ er ( "When I was II\ e..."). In short. she did not

appear to be reflective about her \\ flung. In retrospect I'm very glad that mv instincts

told me to include her in the focal group. for she proved my initial impression to be

completely inaccurate, as she turned out to be one of the most reflective and advanced

spellers.

Jeanie is European American. and was 6:8 at the start of this study, and 7;2 when

I completed observation. I became interested in Jeanie because she always seemed to be

involved in one writing activity or another, above and beyond classroom activities. Linda

had not called my attention to her and did not consider Jeanie to be a "writer," but within

a few weeks of observation it became clear that Jeanie really did have some important

thoughts about writina, and more importantly, spelling.
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Kevin's mother is Indian, and his father is European American. He was 66 at the

start of this study, and 7:0 at the end. He is a very social child, but gets his work done

while socializing. Kevin grabbed my attention rather early in my observation. As I sat at

his writing table he reflected on his writing and spelling in numerous ways, and almost

literally walked me through his process for inventing spellings for the words "game" and

"page." After he had written P-A-J-E directly beneath g-A-M-E, Kevin declared: "They

still have, they have, they have, that's that's changed, that's changed, that's changed and

that's that's the same and that's the same," indicating that the two words differed only in

the first and third letters (October I I, 1994).

Miranda is European American, and was 68 at the start of this study, and 7;2 at

the end. She received help from a speech teacher regularly, although it was suegested to

me that this was more for emotional support than for help with her speech. This is

reflected in the fact that she tended to seek Linda's approval for her writing more often

than the other focal children. She also was eager to share her writing with me, and often

showed me words for which she was especially proud of inventinu spellinus.

Materials and Procedures

In October 1994 I selected a uroup of six5 first uraders from a classroom of 28,

and collected data on them in two ways: I observed them wriunu in their daybooks. and

also conducted 2 relatively structured interviews with each of them, once in November

1994 and once in April 1995.

The interviews were intended to elicit the children's thouuhts as they invented

spel lines. Since I was primarily interested in the process of inventinu spel:inus, and not

just in resultant spellines, 1 felt I needed to have them do some invented spellina in a

situation where they had no outside help, id where we could talk about their process of

5Halfway throuLth the study the sixth child moved away from the area. so I was not able to follow him for
the duration of the study For this reason, data from ,his sixth child are not included
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inventing spellings. I also wanted to have each child spell the same set of words so that I

could compare their strategies and the results more easily and reliably.

For the interview I sat individually with each child at a table in the school library

where we would not be disturbed. Each interview took approximately 15 to 20 minutes.

and was conducted early in the school day. I had become a familiar face in the classroom

for the children before trying to conduct this interview.

I conducted similar interviews in November and April so that I might be able to

take a look at each child's development in regard to choosing strategies for inventing

spellings. The second interview differed from the first only in that the words presented

were similar enough to the first set of words so as to allow comparison, but different

enoueh so that little or no learning effect occurred between the two interviews.

Target Words: November.

I began with a set of 21 words for the children to work with in an interview

conducted with them in the Fall 011994. I divided these 21 words among three separate

tasks that I wanted the children to work through during the interview. In order to avoid

influencing the tasks with my own personal pronunciation of each word, a picture

representine the meanine of each word was cut out from a mauazine and pasted on an

index card. The ,Aords were chosen such that ( 1) they would be easily recomizable from

the picture. (2) any first grader would be familiar with them. (3) they were not

controversial in any way (e.g. no pictures of cigarettes. etc. ). (4) only a few of them could

be spelled correctly by sounding them out, and (5) they involved manv different letter

combinations. ( See Appendix A for the complete word list. )

Target Words: April.

For the April interview I selected an additional 21 words that shared similar

characteristics with the first set of 21 words used in the November interview. I thoueht it

was necessary to select new words rather than using the same list of words aaain in order

to minimize any learning effect from the November interview on the April interview.

0
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Other than this, the materials for the April interview were the same as those for the

November interview. (Refer to Appendices D, E, and F for the word lists from the April

interview.)

Interview Tasks.

In both interviews there were three separate tasks for the children. In addition to

spelling a number of words themselves (the Spelling Task), I felt it necessary to look at

each child's spelling recognition, in order to explore whether the strategies they reported

were used for a variety of purposes, including both spelling and word recognition.

Task 1: The Spelling Task.

For the first of the three tasks. the Spelling Task, the child was iliven a blank

index card to write on and a pencil with which to write, in addition to the picture of the

word. The child was instructed to write on the blank index card the word that the picture

represented. I also asked each child to explain why he or she chose to spell the word the

way they did.

Task 2: The Right;Wronil Task.

For the RightiWrong Task, I presented the children with a correct or incorrect

spellintt, on an index card, of the Nkord shown in the picture. No additional materials

were supplied to the child. I asked the children to indicate whether the Nk o rd on the card

was spelled right or wrong, and also asked them to explain why he or she felt that way

( See Appendix B for a complete list of the given spellings).

Task 3: The Choosing Task.

The Choosing Task asked the children to choose the best spelliu for the word

from a list of four spellino.s.

In this task I presented the children with four possible spellings or the word in the

picture. The four words were printed one above the other on an index card and in all

possible orderings so that each ordering was presented to at least one child. This was

intended to control for the possibility that the children might always choose a spelling.
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based on its position in the list of choices. regardless of the spelling itself (See Appendix

C for a complete list of the given spellings.).

As with the Right/Wrone Task (Task 2), no additional materials were provided to

the child. Each child was asked to point to the correct spelling, and explain why he or

she chose that spelling. After the child had selected what he or she thought was the best

spelling, I then directed attention to the other spellings on the card and we discussed

whether the other spellings may or may not be acceptable spellinas of the given word.

Data Collection & Analysis

For this study I collected four different types of data: tape recordings and notes of

the children's dialoaue in their daybook groups, photocopies of the children's daybooks

and other selected writing, tape recordinas and notes from the interview with each child.

and the children's writing from the interviews.

In regard to analyzina the interview data. I did not look at what the child was

actually doing, but rather at what the child reported doing. This may suggest what the

child thinks is important or useful in inventing spellings, whether or not the child actually

uses that strategy. I also only considered responses where the child led the response. and I

irmored responses that I led with questions such as "have vou seen the word before'?"

A few notes about the symbols I will be using to present the data: phonemes will

be represented in IPA form, for example what is of_en referred to as "long a." as in the

word "rain." will be represented with ;e,: letter names will be referred to with capital

letters. such that when a child is explaining the use of a particular letter in a spellina, I

would represent this as "I used an R": spellinas will be represented as the children

spelled them. but each letter will be set apart by a hyphen, as in the spelling R-a-l-N: and

words will be represented in quotation marks. as in the word "rain."
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strategies

Overall I noticed seven different kinds of strategies that the children reported

usin_ These included: (1) spelling by analogy; (2) remembering one's own spelling of

the word; (3) seeing a spelling elsewhere: (4) knowing a spelling or using spelling

knowledge specific to that word; (5) focusing on a specific spelling of a word segment, or

using spelling rules; (6) sounding out; and (7) using specific letter-sound knowledge.

Regardless of whether or not the subjects were actually using the strategies they reported,

the data indicates that at the very least these children are becoming more aware of what

strategies may be useful or appropriate for spelling.

I have grouped the strateaies into three categories which correspond to the

linguistic level of the strategy, i.e.. does the strategy function at the whole word level, the

word segment level, or the letter level?

Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling by analogy. Under this strateay I included all instances in which the

subjects' compared the target word to the spellina of a familiar word.

The first example may seem obvious to us as adults and experienced spellers, but

it clearly demonstrates the simplest case of spellina by analogy. In this instance Amy

explains how she knows "cats" is indeed spelled C-A-T-S: "Cats. Yeah [the word is

spelled right]. Cause I know how to spell 'cat'. C-A-T" (November 1994, Task 2).

In spellina "pencil". Anna compared the word to another word whose spelling she

ady knew: "I thin k I know how to spell it because 'pen' P-E-N, and then I- that's how

know because there's a- a few more letters after that" (November 1994. Task 1).

The compound words with which the children were presented seemed to lend

themselves easily to analoaies. Several of the children broke the word "butterfly" down

into at least one familiar word. "butter" and or "fly". Here Anna explains how she did

just this: "Cause I have butter in my house. and I see flies a lot. [Here I asked her how

1
"Ir".
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she knows how to spell those two words] Because. urn, 'butter', I just know it could be

like that, and 'fly' is the same" (April 1995, Task 1).

Remembering own spellinalExperience spelling the wordiVisualizing a word. I

broadly defined this strategy as relying on past experience with spellina the target word.

One interesting aspect of this strategy, which I've called "visualizina a word" was only

reported by one child: Anna. I will explain this more clearly when I discuss Anna's

development of this strategy in a later section, but in general this is meant to convey a

strategy of picturing the spelling in one's mind.

This strategy essentially involved the child reporting a recent spelling experience

with the word. For example, Miranda merely told me "Yeah, 'people. That's what I

spelled yesterday" (November 1994, Task 1). And, in regard to the eiven spelling

m-o-t-h-r for the word "mother," she agreed it was spelled right "because I wrote it down

one time. Cause that's how I write it" (April 1995, Task 2).

Anna also employed this strategy a number of times, such as when she explained

how she knew "mother" was lot spelled m-o-t-h-r: "Because you foraot the E...cause.

urn. I wrote "mother" a lot. So. like my mother" (April 1995, Task 2).

Seeinu a spellina elsewhere. Learninu a spellinu in class. This strateuy is meant

to include any suagestion by the children that they have seen the word before in places

such as books, or on a classroom spelling list.

When reporting using this strategy the children also frequently reported where

they had seen the word spelled. At one extreme we have Anna. who could not remember

where she had seen the word 'towel" before, but knew she knew the riuht spelling

because she had in fact seen it spelled before: "Cause I've seen it. I forget where. it's

been a long time. I' e just seen it" (April 1995, Task 3). I wondered to myself as she

explained this what a long time is for someone who is only six years old. On the other

hand, if Anna did remenber where she had seen a word she reported that without
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hesitation. In this case. in regard to the word "juice," she told me: "I saw it on the oranee

juice container when my mom makes it" (April 1995, Task 3).

Knowina a spellinefUsine word-specific spelling knowledge. This strateay

encompasses any explanations that the child already knew how to spell the word, or that

he or she knew some specific part of the spelling of the word. This differs from the

Spelling by Analogy strategy in that this knowledge is particular to the given word, and is

not generalized knowledge based on knowledge about spellina in general.

Take, for example, Amy's explanation for why she thought that the word "little"

was not spelled 1-i-t-1: "Because, I...heard that before the T there's two L's, and then T.

That's how I know" (November 1994. Task 2). In this instance Amy did not even

consider the fact that when she had sounded out this spellina it did sound like the word

"little." Instead, she relied on this bit of word-specific knowledge (which was in fact

either incorrect from the start, or she had remembered it incorrectly).

Miranda also provides us with an example of this strateay in explainine her

spellinu of the word "elephant." which she spelled E-L-F-I-N-T: "Elephant. So it starts

with an E. Sounds like it's an A but it's an E" (November 1994. Task 1).

Word Seizment-Based Strategies

Specific spellinu of a word seument Spelline rules. This strateey includes

explanations that suegest a certain word seament should always be spelled a certain way.

or explanations that rely on spellinu rules to justify a spelline.

For example. Jeanie expressed her understanding of the rule for formine plurals.

and Ke\, in relied on his personal understandina of the function of silent E in spelline.

Jeanie was able to produce the correct spellinu of the word "presents" based on

her knowledue of plurals. When I asked her how she knew how to spell the word, she

focused on how she was able to express that fact that there were several presents in the

picture: "well. I knew that there's tons of presents [in the picture] so there would be a S at

the end" (April 1995, Task 1).

lb
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Kevin also focused on spelling rules when he felt it was appropriate to do so.

Whenever he encountered a long vowel in a word, or an E on the end of a word. Kevin

started to think about how silent E functions in relation to long vowels. He continually

demonstrated throughout the study that he believed that long vowels must be represented

by a silent E on the end of the word, and that any E on the end of a word indicated that

the vowel within the word must be a long vowel.

Letter-Based Strateaies

Soundina out. This strategy is very familiar to anyone who has watched children

spell. or who has tried to help them spell. This is perhaps the most basic strategy; it is

one in which the child attempts to map a grapheme (letter) onto each phoneme (sound) in

a word.

Each child involved in this study sounded many words out. from Jeanie who

sounded out words like "shoes" and "pumpkin" ("Because I heard the S-H 'sh' and the

'oes.' "I heard the P and I heard the U and I heard the C the E and the N") to Anna who

figured out there were two E's in sleepinu because she sounded it out ("Because I knew

cause I sounded it out to rnyself 'ee, ce, and I knew it was like two E's").

Specific letter-sound knowleclue. The children often broudit know lediie to the

spellimz tasks about particular letter sounds and how they may be represented

orthouraphically. This strateiry is meant to include any instances of this in the children's

explanations for their spellinus. This stratevy differs from soundina out in that it

employs 1:nowledge that is not of a phonetic nature (e.o... PH for ).

Take. for example, the fact that several of the children employed knowlefte

about how f can be represented by the letters P-H. Jeanie explained that Linda tauaht

her that P-H can make the letter F." and Keyin's spelling t-e-l-P-h-o-n for the word

"telephone" also reflected this knowlethe (April 1995. Task 1).
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Overall Strategy Development

Each child claimed to have used a variety of these strategies, however during the

April interview the children reported using a wider range of strategies than during the

November interview (Refer to Table 1). Regardless of whether or not the subjects were

actually using the strategies they reported, the data indicates that at the very least these

children are becoming more aware of what strategies may be useful or appropriate for

spelling. This suggests that these c'iildren are constantly revising and adding to the type

of knowledge they find applicable to spelling.

Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling by analogy. This was a common strategy for the children in both

November (.128)6 and April (.098). This may be so because they have had enough

experience with seeing words in print to be able to compare spellings of words and apply

what they have observed to current experience.

Rememberiniz own spelling/Experience spelling the wordiVisualizing a word.

This strategy was quite uncommon in the November interviews (.026), but was more

important to the children in the April interviews (.125). This is understandable if we

consider that over the five months between the two interviews the children have had

many more opportunities to practice their writing and have gotten more experienced

writing and spelling for themselves.

Seeing a spelling elsewhere;Leaming a spelling in class. This strategy was not

reported in the November interviews, but was important to the children in the April

interviews ( .125). By the time of the April interview these children have added to their

experience by seeing a greater number of words in print. many of which may have

coincided with the words on the list of target words.

6Numbers in parentheses indicate the percent the strateuy was reported by all children, as reported in Table
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Knowing a spelling/Using word-specific spelling knowledge. This strategy was

fairly common in the November interviews (.205), but was not relied upon as much by

the children in the April interviews (.054), probably because the children had begun

reporting/using a wider array of strategies. Perhaps in the five months between the

interviews the children have become more aware of how they spell words and can be

more specific abcat what they know rather than just reporting knowing a spelling.

Word Segment-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segmentSpelling rules. This strategy was uncommon

in the November interviews (.077), and became slightly more important to the children

overall in the April interviews (.143). However, it may be more meaningful in this

instance to look at how the children used this strategy individually. In November only

two of the children, Jeanie and Kevin. reported using any sort of rule-based strategy. Yet

in April, each of the children reported using this strategy at least once, although Jeanie

and Kevin continued to use this strategy more than the others, and usually in regard to

one particular sound segment or spelling rule. The growth of awareness of spelling rules

and spellings for word segments may have occurred as the children learned more about

spelling as a regulated system.

Letter-Based Strategies

Sounding out. This is perhaps the most basic strategy, it is one in which the child

attempts to map a letter onto each sound in a word. This strategy was the most common

in both November (.564), and April (.384). It is not surprising that a:; the children

become more knowledgeable about the English spelling system they will tend to rely less

on sounding out words, since in English words are very rarely spelled the way they

actually sound. When all other strategies failed, the children resorted to sounding words.

or parts of words. out.

Specific letter-sound knowledge. This strategy was nonexistent in the November

interviews, but was reported often by the children in the April interviews (.071). As was
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the case for spelling rules, the children also may have gained more letter-sound

knowledge as they learned more about the spelling system in the classroom.

Differences in Strategy Use Across Tasks

As I expressed earlier when discussing the design of this study, the purpose for

conducting several different tasks during the interview was to assess whether the

strategies that the children reported were used in a variety of contexts, or whether the

strategies reported were restricted to one type of task. As you can see in Table 2, the

.6ategies were distributed evenly across all tasks.

Individual Strategy Development

Amv

Amy relied on only three different strategies during the November interview:

Spelling by Analogy, Knowing the Spelling of the Target WordiKnowledge Specific to

the Target Word, and Sounding Out. By April, however, she had stopped reporting

Knowing as a strategy and began explaining her spellings in terms of Specific Spelling of

a Word SegmentiSpelling Rules and Specific Letter-Sound Knowledge instead. This

implies that during the live months between the interviews she has gained more insight

into her own spelling processes. and has become better able to express her thinking in

regard to spelling i,Relr to Tables 2 & 3).

Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling by analogy. We've already seen Amy's use of the analogy strategy,

during the November intemew. in her spelling of the word "cats" `-)y relating it to the root

word "cat," which she knew how to spell. This is a very basic analogy, but by the time

interviewed her again in April. she had become much more sophisticated in using this

strategy.

Amy brought a ,ery sophisticated analogy to her spelling of the word "knife."

She must have been reading some "knock-knock" jokes recently, for she compared the

initial sound of the word "knife" to the initial sounds in the phrase "knock-knock." which

IJ
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she happened to know how to spell correctly. "Well I know 'knock-knock' has K in frort

of i', so 'knife must have a K" (April 1995, Task 1). Because no other words in the April

list of words began with /ni, it isn't clear whether Amy had complete and accurate

knowledge about when in/ is represented by K-N, or whether she lucked out in this case.

Remembering own spellinwExperience spelling the word/Visualizing a word.,

Seeina a spelling elsewhere/Learning a spelling in class. Amy did not report using either

of these two strategies during either interview.

Knowing a spelling/Using word-specific spellina knowledge. As scen earlier,

Amy employed particular knowledge about the spelling of the word "little" when trying

to spell it in the November interview. She explained to me that she had heard

somewhere that there are two L's before the T in the word "little," therefore the spellina

that I had presented her with, 1-i-t-1, must be wrong (November 1994, Task 2). Based

only on this knowledae about the spelling of the word, and ignoring the fact that the

spelling given did sound like the target word when she read it aloud. Amy made her

decision that the word was spelled wrong.

In April Amy seemed to use more word specific spelling knowledge than she had

in the November inter% ley,. She reflected on knowledize about the spellings of the words

"telephone." "eugs," and "smile." Based on my observation from earlier in the interview_

where Amy had struutzled in deciding whether the .F sound in the word "knife" was

represented by an F or a P-H. I asked her why she spelled the word "telephone" (which

she spelled T-e-I-I-e-p-h-o-n) with a P-H rather than an F. Amy explained "because it

sounded like that. I know how to spell it a little bit" (April 1995, Task 1). When it came

to deciding whether e-u-z was the correct spellina of the word "eggs," Amy knew right

away that the given spelling was wrong. She told me "you put a Z instead of another G.

E-G-G-S. You gotta learn ' w to spell" (April 1995, Task 2). In regard to the word

"smile," she selected the correct spelling from the four choices and explained to me: "I

knew this one [s-m-i-l-e] is riaht. It looks like it and I can read it good. This one
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[s-m-i-e-1) looks sorta like 'smi--ell' It doesn't have the E at the end so it says 'ell,'

'smi--ell" (April 1995, Task 3).

Word Segment-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segment'Spelling rules. Amy did not seem to base

many of her spellings on spelling rules. She did not report or suggest having used rules

in order to spell words in the November interview at all.

In April I found that Amy seemed to have employed a rule-based strategy in

spelling the morpheme "ing," however she did not reflect on this at all. When I asked her

how she spelled "sleeping" she merely said "[I] sounded out 'sleep' but I knew 'ing'"

(April 1995, Task 1).

Letter-Based Strategies

Sounding out. In November Amy used this strategy in figuring out how to spell

"pencil." which she spelled P-a-n-S-I: "I figured it out because I said it really slowly"

(November 1994, Task 1).

She follows through on this type of reasoning with her decision that spellings of

"stamp" and "dinosaur" were correct (although they were written s-t-a-p and

d-i-n-a-s-o-r): "Because it sounds like it. stamp [dr?wn out]", and "Because 'dine"na'

'sore." (November 1994, Task 2).

In April Amy reported having sounded out the spellings of the words "mittens."

"popsicle." "clap," "pumpkin," "presents." as well as parts of the words "butterfly" and

"sleeping" (April 1995, Task 1). She tended to merely say that she had sounded words

out, but at one point she insisted "[I] sounded it out. That's probably gonna be the answer

for all of em" (April 1995, Task 1). For the words "butterfly" and "sleeping," which she

spelled B-a-d-e-r-f-l-y and S-e-l-e-p-i-n-g, respectively, she told me that "well I just
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sounded out this ['butter] but I know how to spell 'flY,"' and "[I] sounded out 'sleep' but I

knew 'ing'8."

Specific letter-sound knowledge. During the November interview Amy did not

report having used any knowledge particular to the various sounds different individual, or

combinations of, letters can make. However, by the time of the April interview, she was

quite aware of this as a good strategy for spelling.

In April it was clear that Amy was pretty well skilled at determining when PH is

more appropriate than F in spelling certain words, however this knowledge did confuse

her at one point, when she was faced with the word "knife." She had to stop and think

whether the F sound in "knife" was represented with P-H or simply with an F. In the end

she chose the right symbol, but she had to think hard about it. When it came to spelling

"telephone," however, she knew instantly that P-H was more appropriate than F (April

1995, Task 1).

Amy also reported knowing about silent G-H combinations, as in the word "light."

She made two passes at the spelling of "light," explaining why she had second thoughts

about her spelling:

Arm:: Well. these [G and I-II were silent and I didn't know that before and so I

crossed it out.

Cathy: And how did you know that those [G and F-II are there? How did you

know that they're supposed to be there ?

Amy: Because the I says ac instead of i.

Cathy: Uh huh. and how come you put all those extra letters there? You just

know somehow that they're supposed to he there? Do you remember

how you know'?

7This spelling was also classified as a Spelling by Analogy strategy because of her analogy to the word "fly

8This spelling was also classified as a Specific Spelling ot' a Word Segment/Spelling Rules strategy because
of her knowledge of the spelling of the morpheme "ing."

)
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Amy: I know, I just wrote it.

(April 1995, Task 1).

Anna

Just like Aniy, in November Anna reported having used only three strategies:

Spelling by Analogy, Knowing the Spelling of the Target Word/Knowledge Specific to

the Target Word, and Sounding Out. Unlike Amy, however, Anna did continue to report

a Knowing strategy through the April interview, although she did so much less than in

November. In addition to the original three strategies she reported. in April Anna also

reported Remembering own Spelling/Experience Spelling the Word.Visualizing a Word,

Seeing a Spelling Elsewhere/Learning a Spelling in Class, and Specific Spelling of a

Word Segment/Spelling Rules (Refer to Tables 2 & 3).

Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling bv analogy. In the November Choosing Task, when faced with the word

"playing," Anna chose the correct spelling and explained her reasoning as follows:

Anna: Playing, this one [pointing to the spelling "playing"].

Cathy: That one? You sound pretty sure about that one

Anna: Yeah.

Cathy: How do you know that?

Anna: Because it's P-L-A-Y and I already know how to spell that.

(November 1994, Task 3).

In early daybook writings, I had noticed that Anna wrote p-a-I-y for the word "play", as

seen in her spellings p-a-l-y-e-d and p-a-1-y-i-n-g. It was only at some time immediately

preceding the November interview, that she finally figured out that "play" is not spelled

p-a-1-y. In this interview she relied on her recently acquired knowledge of how to spell

"play" in order to select the correct spelling.

Anna seemed to continue using basic analogies in order to help her spell words in

April. To explain how she came up with the correct spelling for the word "butterfly,"
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Anna told me "cause I have butter in rriv house. and I see flies a lot," and when I asked

her how she knew how to spell those two words ("butter" and "fly") she replied. "because.

urn, 'butter'. I just know it could be like that. and 'fly' is the same" (April 1995, Task 1).

Remembering own spellingExperience spelling the wordIVisualizing a word.

Anna did not use this strategy at all during the November interview, however by the time

of the April interview she had begun using this strategy extensively.

Here Anna explains her experience with the word "light":

Anna: That's easy to speli. For some people it's hard but it's easy for me.

Cathy: How come it's so easy?

Anna: Cause. urn. I always spell it a lot in my house.

Cathy: Ok, so you do a lot of writing at home. huh?

Anna: Not as much as I do writing in my homework [laughs].

(April 1995, Task 1).

Anna is fortunate to live in an environment in which she is encouraged to write

often. and this experience clearly can contribute directly to her school performance.

Perhaps it is her home environment that has encouraged her to think in terms of picturing

spellings when she sees objects. as she explained she often did when spelling words.

Take. for example. how she knew how to spell "smile" "I saw it whenwhen my morn

smiles I just think that it's like that" (April 1995. Task 3). It's not yet clear here what she

is implying, but it may become more clear if we look at her comments about spelling

"train"

Anna: Cause I keep on seeing trains on TV and I mav see em when I'm up in the

mountains in Yosemite.

Cathy: Do you see the NA ord or just the train?

Anna: The word. When I see a train I just think of the word.

(April 1995. Task 2).
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I found this very interesting, and perhaps this is the most reflective strategy I have

heard from all of the children combined. Indeed. Anna appears to be the most

"advanced" speller in the group of five focal children I studied, so this is not surprising.

However, it is unclear if she is a more advanced and reflective speller because she can

use this strategy effectively, or if she can use this strategy so effectively because she is a

more advanced and reflective speller. On the other hand, she may not even be picturing

the words in her head at all (how could we ever test that?), perhaps this is just her way of

saying "I've spelled that word before," or "I already know how to spell that."

Seeinga spelling elsewhere/Learning a spelling in class. As with the previous

strategy, Anna did not report using this particular strategy at all during the November

interview, but reported having used it more often in the April interview.

Anna seems to be very aware of environmental print, and during the April

interview she often reported having seen many of the target words before. She reported

having seen spellings for the words "mittens," "telephone," "cheese," "towel,"

"hamburger," and "knife" in a variety of environments. For the word "mittens" she

reported having seen it in a book: "because...there's a book with the word 'mittens

(April 1995. Task 1). For spelling "telephone" she reflected on the fact that she knew

how to spell "phone" and figured out "telephone" from there. I asked her how she knew

how to spell "phone" and she told me "cause it has 'phone' by my phone." meaning that

the word "phone" is written somewhere near her phone. She added that "1 always go by

there [by her telephone]." suggesting that whenever she goes near the phone she sees the

word spelled out (April 1995, Task 1). In deciding on the correct spelling for "cheese,"

Anna explained how she made her choice: "Because I knew it was C-H-E-E-S-E because

I saw it on the cheese packages" ( April 1995, Task 3). She also reflected on having seen

the word "towel" spelled before. however she forgot where she had seen it, explaining

"cause I've seen it. I forget where, it's been a long time, I've just seen it" (April 1995,

Task 3). For the word "hamburger" she remembered having been out to eat recently,
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where she saw the word in print: "cause I went to Sizzler, they had hamburgers, and I

saw it [the word 'hamburgerl" (April 1995, Task 3). For "juice" she remembered having

seen the word written out on the oranae juice can: "I saw it on the orange juice container

when my mom makes it" (April 1995, Task 3). And for the word "knife," for which she

claimed to know two correct spellings, she reasoned in this way: "I knew how to spell it

like this [K-n-i-f-e]...And I know another way...N-I-F-E...There're two ways." At this

point I asked her how she would write the word in her daybook, and she explained "I bet

I would do this way [n-i-f-e]...I would use this one [n-i-f-e]." I then asked her how she

knew there were two ways to spell this word and she told me "because I saw them. .I saw

people spelling it [K-n-i-f-e], like my mom." About the n-i-f-e she explained "Like. I was

just saw it [n-i-f-e], I just knew" (April 1995, Task 1). It's interesting that these two

different spellings of the same word do not strike Anna as contradictory, but that one

person (her mother) might spell it different from another (herself), and that seems to be

oRav with Anna. Clearly Anna spends a lot of time noticing environmental print and

reflecting on the spellings she sees.

Knowing: a spell ina Usine word-specific spelling knowledge. Anna used this

strategy in her explanation for choosing the correct spelling of the word "night" from a

list of four possible spellings, as seen here:

Anna: This one [choosinu n-i-u-h-t].

Cathy: The last one? How come?

Anna: I know because it has the 1-1 and these [the other spellings on the card]

don't.

Cathy: Oh, you know it's supposed to have a 1-1, huh?

Anna: Yeah.

(November 1994, Task 3).
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Anna also reported this strategy in April, when she explained why she felt my

spelling e-g-z for the word "eggs" was wrong: "Because...you see it would be E-G-G-S

and I know how to spell it like that" (April 1995, Task 2).

Word Seament-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segment/Spelling rules. In November Anna seemed to

think of spelline words as a whole rather than thinking of spelling segments of words.

This is reflected by the fact that she did not seem to apply this strategy to any of her

spellings. By April, however, she has begun to see the value of this strategy and has

started to use it.

When I asked Anna how she knew to spell the last part of the word "clapped" she

explained: "well cause, my friend's dad's name's Ed. I already know how to spell it

[Ed], and I also knew-- learned how to spell it ['-ed'] from a [television] show. I forget

the name of it, but I always watch it" (April 1995, Task 1).

Anna has also started reflecting on her use of "-ing," as seen in the following

example about her spelline of the word "sleeping": "my teacher always spells it like that

and I always hear a spelline 'mg' and I always write it on my spelline test" ( April 1995,

Task 1).

Letter-Based Strateines

Soundinu out. Anna ne er seemed to rely on the soundine out strateey to figure

out spellines, perhaps bc..cause she already knew quite a bit about spellinu in general. She

did, however, use this strategy in November in order to spell "elephant." \hich she

spelled

e-L-L-F-i-TI

Anna: [ s she rites] I'm trying to sound it [the word "elephant.] out.

Anna: I tried to sound that [the word "elephantl out.

Cathy: Yeah, that's a hard word, a big word.

Anna: And I was trying to sound that out.

0
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Cathy: You did pretty good.

Anna: Thanks.

(November 1994, Task ).

Again in April, as in November, Anna didn't do very much sounding out, but she

found herself having to when inventing the spelling P-o-p-s-i-c-l-e-s for the word

"popsicle": "Popsic- Popsicles? Phew. I sounded it out" (April 1995, Task 1).

Specific letter-sound knowledge. At no point did Anna mention having used any

knowledge particular to letter sounds. This may be because she seems to approach words

as whole units, and is able to spell most of them without much thought. In the spellings

which she had sounded out. "elephant" and "popsicle." she did not seem to employ any

specific letter-sound knowledge. She did not seem to consider that the IP sound in

"elephant" could in fact be represented by a PH. She did, however, spell "popsicle" with

a C to represent the /ki sound, although when I asked her about it she told me "I've

spelled that before." This suggests that the knowledge that there is a C and not a K in the

word "popsicle" is specific to this particular word and does not necessarily mean that she

is aware that C can make the , k sound in other words.

Jeanie

Jeanie relied on three strateeies during the November interview, as did Amv and

Anna as I discussed earlier. Jeanie. however, relied on one different strategy than did

Amy and Anna: in addition to Spelling by Analogy and Sounding Out. Jeanie also relied

on Specific Spelling of a Word Segment Spelline Rules. Jeanie continued to use all three

strategies through the April interview, at about the same rate. She added only one more

strateu: to her repertoire during, the April intenlew: Specific Letter-Sound Knowledge.

This is probably a reflection or direct instruction in the classroom (Refer to Tables 2 &

3 ).

2
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Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling bv analogy. Usina analogies to invent spellings was a consistent strategy

for Jeanie throughout the study. Jeanie presents us with an example of spelling by

analogy' where she seems to have sounded the word out, however, when she explains how

she came up with the spelling, she compares her spelling of "bicycle" (B-u-s k-o-1-1) to

the spelling of the related, but differently sounding, word "bike": "Because it had...bike'

'sss' and then 'kull" (November 1994, Task 1). Judging from her spelling B-u-s k-o-1-1

we might have expected her to compare the sounds of "bicycle" to the sounds of the word

"bus" rather than to "bike," but because she did not, this suggests that she was relying on

more than just a sounding out strategy, in this instance.

Somewhere in the past few months Jeanie had cauaht on to the concept of

contractions, although it's clear that she does not yet understand what they are. However,

when faced with spelling the wo...d "clapped." during the April interview. Jeanie related

this word to one with which she was familiar, the word "can't." She recognized the it

sound at the end of both words, and, perhaps realizing that in both cases the , t follows

another consonant. she reasoned that the apostrophe must be there to keep them separate.

so she stuck it between the final two letters. the P and T of her spellina c-1-a-p-'-t. To me

she explained. "I know the word 'can't' has a T and they put that little thing there." When

I asked her what that "little thing" meant, she told me that she did not know ( April 1995.

Task 1).

Again Jeanie used this analwy strategy when deciding whether or not the word

"chair" was really spelled c-h-a-r-e. In this case she reasoned "vou should take away the

E. C-H-A-R. Cause [if you spelled it C-11-A-R-El then it would be kind of like 'char'

cause 'are is spelled A-R-E" (April 1995. Task 2). Once Jeanie learns about silent E. she

will realize that the type of reasoning seen in this example is in direct conflict with silent

E, and she will have to decide for herself w hich strategy should prevail in instances like

this one.

2:J
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Remembering own soelling,Experience spelling the wordNisualizing a word.

Seeing a spelling elsewhere/Learning a spelling in class. Knowing a spelling/Using word-

specific spelling knowledge. Jeanie never reflected verbally on these other whole word-

based strategies.

Word Segment-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segment/Spelling rules. In November, Jeanie

spontaneously explained the rule for forming plurals to me when I asked her how she

knew how to spell "cats": "Cause you put a S on the end. I know how to spell cat C-A-T,

then you put an S on the end for things and it will be 'cats', or. like if you said 'dog', you

would put an S on the end for 'dogs'. (November 1994, Task 2).

It's important to note that Jeanie seemed to use this rule correctly, instead of over-

generalizing it. This is clear from her spelling of the plural noun "watches." which she

spelled W-o-t-h-e-s. Had she believed that her rule about forming plurals as stated above

was used in every case of forming plurals, she would no doubt have spelled the word

"watches" as W-o-t-h-s. by simply adding an S to the end of the word "watch." which she

spelled W-o-t-h (November 1994. Task 1).

As in the November interview. in April Jeanie defined nluralization when we

discussed the word "presents." She explained "well. I knew that there's tons of presents

[in the picture] so there N ou I d be a S at the end." (April 1995. Task 1).

During the April interview I found Jeanie relying on a particular spelling, e-1. to

indicate a syllabic 1 at the end of words. This was done fairly consistently. for "bottle"

( which she claimed should be spelled b-o-t-t-e-l), "towel" (for which she chose the

spelling t-o-w-e-1. which happened to be correct). and "smile" (for N1hich she chose the

spellina s-rn-i-e-1) (April 1995, Tasks 280). When I interviewed her in November she

was spelling this same sound consistently as o-1-1, as in her spellinas P-O-S-0-1-1

("pencil"), P-e-P-o-I-1 ("people"), and B-u-s k-o-I-1 ("bicycle"). One April spelling with

a syllabic ;1. was similar to the way she had been spellina it in November. however. She
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spelled "popsicle" with an o-1 on the end: p-o-p-s-u-c-o-1, where I would have expected

her to write p-o-p-s-u-c-e-1. Perhaps the way the tasks were set up could have influenced

her spelling here, for the word "popsicle" was the only one with a syllabic il/ in the April

interview that she was asked to spell. After she spelled out p-p-s-u-c-o-I, the other words

("bottle", "towel", "smile") were presented to her with a variety of spellings, none of

which included her usual November o-1 type ending. Perhaps she caught on to this and

e: changed her o-1 form for a similar form, in this case e-l. However, it remains unclear,

because the first syllabic , I/ word she encountered after spelling "popsicle" was "bottle,"

which I presented in Task 2, spelled correctly. She could easily have claimed the given

spelling was wrong in light of the way she spelled "popsicle." explainina it should be

spelled b-o-t-t-o-1 instead of her claim that it should be spelled b-o-t-t-e-1. No matter

what the circumstances, however, her spelling choices were still relatively consistent

with each other.

Letter-Based Strategies

Sounding out. In November Jeanie used a sounding out strateay in order to

explain why she selected b-r-u-t-h-e-r as the correct spelling for "brother" over the other

three choices

( b-r-o-t-h-e-r. b-r-o-t-h-r. and b-u-t-h-e-r): "Because I heard a R and riaht here, it had a R

and right here it had a R. and riaht- all of these had R's. but...I also heard a...L.:

sound" (November 1994. Task 3). Only one spelling matched with the two sounds that

Jeanie heard in the word "brother," thus b-r-u-t-h-e-r was the clear choice.

Again in April Jeanie sounded several words out. includina "lamp" (spellina it

I-a-n-1-p), "shoes" (spelling it s-h-o-s), and "pumpkin" ispelling it p-u-c-e-n y She

explained her spellings for each word respectively as follows:

Because I heard a L at the beginning, then a A. then a M. then a P.

Because I heard the S-H, "sh," and the "oes."

I heard the P and I heard the "uh" and I heard the C the E and the N.
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(April 1995, Task 1).

Specific letter-sound knowledge. Jeanie did not suggest that she brouaht any

knowledge about particular letter sounds to her spelling in the November interview,

although this changed by the time of the April interview.

In April Jeanie reported knowing that sometimes P-H can make an if; sound, as

seen when we discussed her spelling of the word "phone" (as part of the laiget word

"telephone"): "cause I knew it started with a P-H. Urn, Linda [her teacher], once she told

us that P-H can make the letter F" (April 1995, Task 1).

Jeanie also reported knowing that the is,. sound can sometimes be represented by a

'2 in English spelling. She chose the spelling j-u-c-e for the word "juice," and explained

"cause sometimes the C can make an S" (April 1995, Task 3).

Kevin

Kevin also reported using just three strategies during the November interview:

Knowina the Spellina of the Taraet WordKnowledae Specific to the Taraet Word,

Specific Spellina of a Word SegmentiSpelling Rules and Sounding Out. In April he also

began reporting havina used Seeing a Spelling ElsewhereLearnina a Spellina in Class,

and Specific Letter-Sound Knowledge. These additional strategies mav ery well have

come about because of direct instruction in the classroom (Refer to Tables 2 & 31.

Whole Word-Based Strateuies

Spelling by analogy, Remembering own spellingExperience spelling the

word.Visualizina a word. Not once during the entire course of this study did Kevin

report havina spelled a word by making an analogy with a similar sounding word. Nor

did Kevin reflect on any prior experience with spelling the target words.

Seeing a spellinu elsewhere,Learning a spellina in class. Kevin did not report

havina seen any of the target words before. until the April interview. In explaining how

he knew how to spell "butterfly" Kevin could not pin down one place where he had seen

the word. explaining "I just read it everywhere." (April 1995, Task 1). On the other
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hand, for the word "shoes" he remembered that "I looked at a store," meaning that he saw

the word in a shoe store (April 1995, Task 1).

Knowing a spelling/Using word-specific spelling knowledge. Kevin had very

similar knowledge to that used by Anna in her explanation for choosing a particular

spelling of the November target word "night." In Kevin's case, however, instead of

focusing on the H in the word, as Anna did, he focused on the G in it, and believed there

was no H. He first selected the spelling n-i-g-h-t and later changed his mind to the

spelling n-i-g-t as seen here9:

Kevin: Cause it- it [the spelling n-i-g-h-t] had a G in it.

Cathy: You know it has a G in it? How do you know it has a G in it?

Kevin: I know- "niightt" [sounding it out]--Oh this one [the spelling n-i-u-t] is,

really, really, cause there's no H.

Cathy: There's no H? How do you know there's a G?

Kevin: Cause.

[I point to n-i-t. asking if it works]

Kevin: There's supposed to be a G right there.

(November 1994, Task 3).

In April Kevin again repoded using this strateg when he selected what he

believed was the correct spelling of the \\ ord "juice" from a list of four possible spellings

(it happened to be the correct spellinu):

Kevin: Cause. it has. most of 'em don't have a C.

Cathy: This one [j-u-c-e] has a C. !low come this one's [j-u-i-c-e] better than this

one [j-u-c-e]?

Kevin: Cause it [j-u-c-e] doesn't have a I.

Cathy: How do vou know it's supposed to have a C and a I?

9Even later he decided that none of the given spellings were really right, and that he would spell the word
"night" N-f-G-T-E
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Kevin: Cause that's how it makes "juice."

(April 1995, Task 3).

Word Segment-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segmentiSpellina rules. From the beginning of this

study I watched as Kevin continued to demonstrate his belief that long vowels must be

represented by a silent E, and that an E on the end of a word always indicates a long

vowel. Through my observation of Kevin's daybook writing I have gained much insight

into his understanding of silent E. In one particular daybook writing event I watched him

invent a spelling for the phrase "game page". I am sure that he was inventing this

spelling because he had originally asked me how to spell it, and I suggested he give it a

try himself. The words seemed to offer him little difficulty, and he wrote this phrase as

g-A-M-E P-A-J-E. Because of his consistent use of the silent E in these two words, we

can assume that the E is not a random letter, but rather serves a very specific purpose. to

elongate the vowel. Bearing this in mind, it is therefore not surprising that in his

invented spellings of "have" and "love". Kevin left off the silent E because the vowel is

not long. He spelled these words h-a-y. and 1-u-o-% Kevin also worked the silent E into

more complicated words that involved more than one vowel and syllable. In spell'.niz the

word "crayon," Kevin wrote c-r-a-o-n-e. with the F serving to elongate the initial owel

(the A) (October 1994).

It became clear to me in November that this \N as a conscious strategy on Ke in's

part when we talked about how "night" was spelled during the Choosing Task. He had

previously chosen n-i-g-h-t as the correct spelling, but then changed his mind to n-i-g-t

because he felt there was no H in the word. In this example I am directing Kek in's

attention to yet another spelling, this one spelled n-i-t-e:

Cathy: How bout the last one [n-i-t-e], does that one work? Even though you

know there's no G [in this spelling]?
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Kevin: There's supposed to be a G right there [after the I]. Then there's a E [on

the end of the word].

Cathy: You think there's an E on the end? So if you wrote it how would you spell

it?

Kevin: I'll spell it N-I-G-T, urn -E.

(November 1994, Task 3).

Toward the end of the interview we talked about "night" further, when Kevin

wanted to know what the "right" spellings were:

Kevin: I thought it was this one [n-i-g-t]. Is that [n-i-g-h-t] the first one I

picked?...But I thought it had a E in it.

Cathy: Yeah, cause, how come? Why did you think there would be an E?

Kevin: Cause there was a I cause it said ;ail so they put a, shoulda put it. so there

would be a E there.

(November 1994, Task 3).

At this point what I had suspected all along became crystal clear, as Kevin

explained to me, in his own words. that silent E on the end of the word makes the vowel

long.

Knowing this. we can look at what he had to say about the spelling d-i-n-a-s-o-r

bor the word "6inosaur" and understand a little better what he was thinking.:

Cathy: And how come vou think it's [the spelling d-i-n-a-s-o-r] wrong?

Kevin: Cause there's a I

(November 1994. Task 2).

Although Kevin later changed his mind, and decided "dinosaur" really was spelled

d-i-n-a-s-o-r, let's take a look at NA hat he meant when he said that the spelling was wrong

"cause there's an I." Knowing that Kevin relies on silent E to indicate that the initial

vowel is a long vowel, the absence of the silent E indicates to him that the I in the

spelling d-i-n-a-s-o-r is short. Therefore, when he read d-i-n-a-s-o-r to himself, it must
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have sounded strange to him, since he read the I as a short vowel, and therefore decided it

was spelled wrong because it didn't sound like it should. When Kevin changed his mind

and said that d-i-n-a-s-o-r was spelled correctly, I'm not sure that he really believed that,

because he essentially tricked himself into it. Take a look at the logic of our discussion

when I asked him how he would spell "dinosaur," after he declared the spelling

d-i-n-a-s-o-r was wrong because of the I:

Kevin: D-I-N-A-S-O-R

Cathy: Well that's how it's spelled there [on the card], and you think it's right or

wrong?

Kevin: Right.

(November 1994, Task 2).

He easily could have come up with this spelling because it had been suggested by

me in the form of the spelling on the card, about which we had just been talking.

However, since his spelling matched the spelling on the card, of course he would claim

the spelling on the card was right! What's important about this event, however, is his

reflection on the long vowelsilent E rule.

By the time of the April interview. Kevin still had not worked out the kinks in his

silent E rule. His procedure for spelling "light" retlects the struggle he is having trying to

figure out the finer details of this rule. He first spelled it correctly, as 1-i-g-h-t. hich he

had probably memorized or seen somewhere frequently. However, he added an E to the

end of the word as an afterthought. Curious. I asked him why, to which he replied "cause

the I is ai. it [the El makes the I say .al," (April 1995. Task 1). He didn't seem to

struggle with the rule in the other tasks. he just applied it across the board. as seen here in

regard to the given spelling b-o-t-t-l-e for the word "bottle": "Take off the E...cause it

makes the 0 do io.": and the spelling t-r-a-i-n for the word "train": "there's supposed to

be E. .cause it would make the A do A" (Apni 1995, Tasks 2&3).
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Letter-Based Strategies

Sounding out. During the November interview Kevin didn't mention anything

about soundine words out until I asked him what he was generally thinking about when

he was spelling the words. Looking back I realize that that was a pretty complicated

question to be askine a first grader. but Kevin didn't have any Problem answering it. He

just said "Mmm...just think- thinking of the sound [of the words]" (November 1994).

By the time of the April interview, however, Kevin had become more explicit

about the fact that he was sounding out the words, although he never said anything more

than "I sounded it out." Kevin sounded out "clapped." "knife," and "presents." which he

spelled K-a-P-e-d, n-i-fi and p-r-e-s-i-n-t-s. respectively. In each case he merely stated "[I]

sounded it out" (April 1995, Task 1).

Specific letter-sound knowledue. Kevin did not report any specific letter-sound

knowledge during the November interview.

As with Jeanie and Amy, in April Kevin also reflected on the fact that P-H can be

used to represent -1'. Kevin's spelline t-e-l-P-h-o-n for the word "telephone" reflected this

know ledge. However, this was the closest he ever came to reporting having used letter-

sound knowledge to help him Nk ith a spelling.

Miranda

As with all of the other subjects. Miranda also relied on just three strateeies

during the November interview i". She reported haine used Remembering own

Spelling. Experience Spelling the Word Visualizing a Word. Knowing the Spelline of the

Target WordKnowledge Specific to the Tareet Word, and Sounding Out. In April she no

longer reported Knowing the Spelling of the Tareet Word.Knowledee Specific to the

Target Word, but beean reporting Spelling by Analoq, Seeing a Spelling

Elsewhere;Learning a Spelling. in Class, and Specific Spelling of a Word

10A colncidence. no doubt

3
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Segment/Spelling Rules. Like all of the othtr children who stopped reporting Knowing

the Spelling of the Target Word/Knowledge Specific to the Target Word as a strategy,

Miranda has also probably become more reflective about her spelling in the past five

months and has thus become better able to attribute her reasoning to strategies more

concrete than "Knowing" (Refer to Tables 2 & 3).

Whole Word-Based Strategies

Spelling by analogy. Miranda did not report having used any analogies when

spelling the target words during the November interview, although by the time of the

April interview she had begun to see the usefulness of such a strategy for inventing

spellings.

When asked why she selected the spelling h-a-m-b-u-r-g-e-r for the word

"hamburger," Miranda offered "because it has 'ham' in it" (April 1995, Task 3). She

couldn't explain how she knew the spelling was supposed to have this word in it, but she

clearly f ,:alized that comparing one word to a similarly sounding word could help her

spell the target word. This was a big step for Miranda, who in November seemed to

essentially limit herself to sounding words out.

Remembering own spelling;Experience spelling the NN ord i s ua lizine a word. In

November Miranda reflected on having recently spelled the word "people." one of the

target words, which suggests that she referred to that earlier spellin g. when attempting to

spell this word. She explained to me "that's what I spelled yesterday" and proceeded to

spell the word P-e-L (November 1994, Task 1).

In April Miranda again reflected on her own experience spelling a word. When

claiming that the spelling m-o-t-h-r for the word "mother" was correct, she told me

"because I wrote it down one time. Cause that's how I write it" (April 1995, Task 2).

Seeirw a spelling elsewherelLearning a spelling in class. Miranda did not report

having seen any of the target words elsewhere during the November interview, however

she did use this strategy in April when she explained how she knew how to spell the word
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"butterfly" by telling me: "my uncle did it [spelled it] yesterday, maybe Sunday" (April

1995, Task 1).

Knowing a spelling/Using word-specific spelling_knowledee. When discussing

the word "elephant," Miranda reported that she had specific knowledge about the spelling

if the word, which she spelled E-L-F-1-N-T: "Elephant. So it starts with an E. Sounds

like it's an A but it's an E" (November 1994, Task 1).

Word Segment-Based Strategies

Specific spelling of a word segment/Spelling rules. Miranda did not employ any

rules in regard to the spellings of the November set of words. In April, however, she

expressed awareness of the use of the morpheme "-ing" and of how it was spelled. When

I asked why she had added i-n-g to s-l-e-p (for "sleeping") as an afterthought. Miranda

explained:

Miranda: Because that's what we do.

Cathy: Why?

Miranda: That means sleeping.

Cathy: So this part ["ing"]...?

Miranda: Is "ing".

Cathy: And that adds what to the word?

Miranda: "ing."

( April 1995, Task 1).

Even though she could not explain what function "ing" scrves on the end of words.

clearly she does have some understanding, of how it is represented.

Letter-Based Strategies

Sounding out. In discussing the given spellings in the November Right/Wrong

and Choosing Tasks, Miranda consistently referred to the initial letter or consonant

cluster in the spellings when justifying her choice. Look, for example, at her

explanations for deciding whether "stamp" and "shark" were spelled correctly:
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Miranda:Stamp [Statina the word represented by the picture].

[She reads the spelling s-t-a-p as "stop," then says "stamp" to herself.]

Wrong.

Cathy: Okay, do you know whv?

Miranda:Yes, because "stamp" starts with an S and it doesn't have a T.

(November 1994, Task 2).

Miranda:Shark [Stating the word shown in the picture].

sh- shark [To herself].

It's wrong.

Cathy: It's wrong? How come?

Miranda: sh- [To herself].

Cause the H has to be there, there's no S.

Cathy: There's no S?

Miranda: Mm mm [no].

(November 1994, Task 2).

As you can see in these examples. Miranda was rarely able to thoroughly explain her

choice. Often when explainina her choice in the Choosina Task_ she based it on the fact

that the initial letter was right, despite the fact that all four words began with the same

letter. In some cases. when I pressed her for more explanation. she pointed out the final

letter of the N o rd . such as "Cause it has a G at the [end] of 'playine (November 1994,

Task 3). Again, it was usually the case that more than one word started and ended with

the same letters. In each case I pointed this out to hcr. but she could not explain herself

better, she merely insisted that she had picked the riaht one. One other thing worth

mentioning here is that Miranda seemed not to be able to perceive initial consonant

clusters, and instead focused on one component of the cluster. In the word "stamp" she

insisted there was no T, just the S. and in the word "shark" she felt there was no S, just an

.il)
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H. This is consistent with research in invented spelling, as discussed by Treiman (1993),

who suggests this may be tied to phonemic awareness.

In April Miranda appeared to rely less on sounding words out, although she did

continue to use it as a strategy in spelling words with which she was not familiar. When I

asked her why she spelled the word "mittens" m-i-n-t-i-n, Miranda told me "That's how I

hear the sounds sometimes" (April 1995, Task 1). In regard to her perception of initial

consonant clusters, she appears to have mastered this by the time of the April interview.

Her invented spellings reflected an accurate perception of the clusters, and when

explaining her choices during the Right/Wrong Task, she did not have any problems

accepting the existence of consonant clusters in the spellings of the words. This more

advanced level of phonemic awareness is evident in her spellings c-l-a-p, for the word

"clap," s-h-o-s, for the word "shoes," p-r-e-s-i-t-n-s, for the word "presents," and in her

argument that the correct spelling for the word "train" is t-r-e-i-n and :.. t-r-a-i-n (April

1995, Task I 8z2). The only word that she had difficulty in perceiving an initial

consonant cluster was the word "smile." for which she chose the spelling s-i-e-1-1 as the

correct spelling (April 1995, Task 3).

Specific letter-sound knowledge. Miranda did not report using any particular

letter-sound knowledge in spelling words during either interview. Whereas several of the

other children knew about P-H and it's relationship to the sound ,'C', Miranda did not

demonstrate this knowledge, spelling "telephone" as T-e-l-o-f-o-n (April 1995, Task IL

She may or may not have been aware that,s, can often be represented by a C. as she

chose the spelling j-u-i-c-e as the correct form oi that same word. Because she did not

make knowledge of this sort explicit, we would have to look at this aspect of her spelling

more closely before e could claim that she did indeed possess and use this knowledge

when spelling the word "juice."

4
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Spellirm Attitudes and Concerns

The data also suggests that these children have particular attitudes and concerns

about spelling.

Concern with Written Form.

When spf211ing, several of the children seemed to be concerned with the written

form of their spellings. They often commented on errors in letter formation, or on the

fact that they had written the wrong letter, or that they changed their mind about the

spelling and therefore needed to start over.

Jeanie seemed to make these sorts of comments quite often, sayina about her

writing of "people," for example. "Oh I guess that's [her second P] too low...I guess I'll

cross it [the word] out." She crossed P-e-p out and started over. writing P-e-P-o-1-1.

When writing "jumping," which she spelled J-a-p-e-G, Jeanie misformed her G. and

pointed this mistake out with "I did that G the wrong way." She chose not to correct this

error. (At the time of the interview I wasn't aware of it, but this proved to be a very

common mistake for Jeanie. and something she had been working on fixing. In her

daybook she consistently formed her capital G in this same way: ,C5 ) In her first spelling.

of "water." Jeanie's D ended up lookirm like an A. ("Now that should be a D it's not a

A.") so she crossed it out and \\Tote the word over, endirm up with the spelliniz W-o-d-r.

In writing "bicycle." Jeanie crossed out B-u-s-k and started over. writing B-u-s k-o-1-1.

She didn't explain this as an error. she merely explained "I have to write that again"

(November 1994. Task 1). She seemed to be constantly monitoring her writirg so that it

was just riQht.

Miranda also appeared slightly concerned with the final form of her spellintts.

She had trouble forminiz her J in her spelling J-M-B for "jump" and verbalized her

difficulty (she made a noise to indicate that she had goofed and explained "That's a J")

(November 1994, Task 1). However, she did not seem to monitor her end product as

closely as Jeanie did, for this was the only example I have of her doing this at all.

4;.!
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Kevin too expressed concern with the form of his words. Having written too

closely to the top of the index card, he announced "Fm gonna cross that out." When

writing his F in E-L-A-F-E-N-T for the word "elephant," Kevin had a little trouble

forming the F. He explained to me that he "...made a.curve," indicating he had made an

error in trying to form a capital F, and tried again. He did the same thing on his second

try, but fixed his mistake without starting over: "I was- I was gonna write a F. So I have

to make it (the top horizontal line of the F) a little bit thicker" (November 1994, Task 1).

Part of these children's concern, I believe, is wanting to make their writing as

clear as possible for anyone who might be readina their writing in the future, including

themselves. It's good that they are aware at such an early age of the audience involved in

writing.

Willinaness to Accept Different Spellings.

One of the things that concerns some adults about teachers encouraaina children

to invent spellings, rather than stressing correct spelling, is that children will get the

impression that the way they may have spelled a particular word is a properil way of

spelling it, and will continue to spell the word that way. This is not necessarily so, and

by lookina at children's will inaness to accept a number of different spellinas for the same

word, we can see that these children are aware that their invented spellinas are only

possible spellinas, not necessarily the standard Enalish spellina.

Anna. Jeanie and Kevin offer several examples of their willingness to accept a

number of different spellings for the same word. Let us first take a look at an exchanize

between myself and Anna concerning the spellina of the word "brother."

Anna: Brother.

Cathy: Ok, so which of those spellings do you think works better?

Anna: This one [pointing to b-r-u-t-h-e-r].

I 1Where "proper" means that others outside the classroom environment recognize and use this spelling.
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Cathy: The first one? And how come you think so?

Anna: Because it has T-H-E-R and this one [b-o-t-h-r] doesn't doesn't have the--

utn, the E is not in the middle and it's supposed to be in the middle.

Cathy: And how 'bout the other spellings?

Anna: Urn, well these two [b-u-t-h-e-r and b-r-o-t-h-e-r] are right, but like- like

this one, but this one's [b-o-t-h-r] not right.

Although Anna has selected the spelling b-r-u-t-h-e-r for the word "brother," she is

willing to accept the possibility that two of the other three spellings may also spell

"brother". She seems to have focused her attention on whether or not the spelling ends in

e-r. Somehow she has come to the conclusion that the word "brother" must end in e-r,

therefore the spelling that does not, b-r-o-t-h-r, could not possibly be correct.

Jeanie suggested the a similar thought when choosing what she thought was the

correct spelling for "drink":

Jeanie: The first one [d-r-e-k]

Cathy: The first one? And how come you picked that one?

Jeanie: Because it's "duh" "re "ink".

Cathy: And none of the others have that--

Jeanie: Well it could have been that one [j-r-i-n-k]. (November 1994. Task 3).

Just like Anna did with "brother," Jeanie conceded that more than one of the spellings on

the card said "drink".

Kevin also was willing to accept various spellings for the same word. He chose

both d-r-i-n-k and j-r-i-n-k as possible spellings for "drink," and also felt that b-r-o-t-h-e-r

and b-r-u-t-h-e-r were possible spellings for "brother" (November 1994, Task 3).

Clearly these children realize that invented spellings are not set in stone: they can

change their mind about spellings freely, and they can reinvent spellings if they so

choose.
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Rethinking Original Spellings.

As I have just suggested, these children are aware that inventing a spelling is just

that, an "invention", and is not necessarily a standard form accepted by all writers. In

fact, the children o changed their spellings at the time they were first invented. Take

for example Kevin, whom I observed rethinking his spelling of "telephone" in April

during Task 1. He began with spelling the word "phone," because he knew that was part

of the word "telephone" and wanted to write that part down first. He wrote P-o-g-h-o-n

for "phone," and then proceeded to write t-e-l-P-h-o-n for "telephone" directly beneath his

original spelling of "phone." Perhaps he changed his original spelling of "phone" because

he was aware that I was interested in seeina him spell "telephone" and assumed I wanted

him to try and spell it right. Regardless of the reason for changing his spelling, in a

matter of minutes he had invented two very different spellings for the same word.

Throughout the children's daybooks they have reinvented many of their spellings

of words. Jeanie has invented three different spellings of the word "like," and seems to

reinvent it almost every time she spells it. She has spelled it L-A-K, L-A-C-K, and

L-i-c-k, and perhaps has spelled it in other ways of which I am not aware. Miranda has

invented the word "mv" in several different ways, from M-T. to M-i-e, and even the

correct form rn-y. Amy has written "wem- as w-i-n-t. w-a-n-t, and w-n-t. And, finally,

Kevin has invented his own spelling of "Frankenstein." spelling it

even after he had already copied it correctly into his daybook.

Knowing that these children are willing to reinvent spellings, and often do.

suggests that they view invented spellina as a strateay in itself. When they don't know

how to spell a word correctly, they invent a spellina so that they can get their message

down in print. Inventing spellings allows them to get on with what they want to write

rather than getting hung up on a certain word. and also encourages them to think about

spelling.

4.
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CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS

What have we learned from examining the thinking process of these five first

graders as they invented spellings? First, we have seen that they consciously used a

number of different strategies when trying to figure out the spelling of words, and that the

number of different strategies they used in inventing spellines increased over time. We

have also seen that these children do not seem to have any problem accepting their

invented spelling as just a possible spelling, and not necessarily the only spelling of that

word.

Why are these two points important? In the case of the conscious strategies

employed by these children to invent spellinas, this sort of insight would be very useful

to the classroom teacher when it comes to trying to personalize spelline instruction for

the children. By examining children's conscious strategies, the teacher will become

aware of some of the preconceptions individual children have about the spelling process,

and spelling rules. For example, instead of assuming that none of the children have a

concept of silent "e". the teacher would know for which children this is true, and for

which children this rule may need to be straightened out. Kevin would be utterly bored

by a lesson on silent E. instead he would benefit much more from instruction directed to

his over-generalization of the rule.

In addition. by focusine on the children's conscious thoughts about spelline as

opposed to focusine on their resultant spell ines, teachers can learn much more about

each child. This goes for all performance in school as well, not just spelling.. My initial

impression of Anna. which developed durine my first month and a half of observation.

was based on the way she used her daybook writine time, and the writine that she

produced during this time. As I mentioned before, none of her activity seemed especially

interesting. From this initial impression Anna appeared not to reflect much on her

writing, and relied on one particular form when writing ("when I was five I..."). Any of

Anna's teachers could easily get this same impression. Because the educational system
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tends to value the result over the process, Anna might fall through the cracks. Her

process, however, revealed that she is very reflective about her writing. Her teacher, and

teachers in general, could learn quite a lot about children like Anna by taking a look at

what goes into creating each product, rather than focusing on the end result.

When it comes to the children's attitudes about invented spelling, in order for

invented spelling to work as an instructional tool in the classroom, children have to be

willing to accept their spellings as possible spellings, and not get hung up on what the

proper spelling is. These five first graders seemed to handle this distinction quite well.

They appeared to reinvent most of their invented spellings every time they wrote them.

and did not tend to reproduce incorrect spellings that they had invented. This is

important when assuring parents that we as educators are not neglecting their children's

spelling skills by encouraging nted spelling, but are in fact helping their children to

gain a better understanding of the spelling system by allowing them to construct it for

themselves, instead of learning about it by rote memorization.
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A ri11995
Spelling by analogy (5) .128 (11) .098

Remembering own spelling
/Experience spelling the word
/Visualizing a word

( 1) .026 (14) .125

Seeing a spelling elsewhere /Learning
a spelling in class

(0) (14) .125

Knowing the spelling of the target
word / Knowledge specific to the
target word

(8) .205 (6) .054

Word Seoment-Based Strategies
Specific spelling of a word segment /
Spelline rules

(3) .077 (16) .143

Letter-Based Strate ies
Sounding out (22) .564 (43) .384

Specific letter-sound knowledge (0) (8) .071

Table 1. Percentages for strategies reported in November 1994 versus April 1995. The
number in parentheses indicates the number of reported occurrences.

4S
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Whole Word-Based Strate ies Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Spelling by analogy .09 .067 .079

Remembering own spelling
/Experience spelling the word
/Visu.alizing a word

.13 .10 .079

Seeing a spelling elsewhere /Learning
a spelling in class

.13 0 .18

Knowing the spelling of the target
word / Knowledge specific to the
target word

.098 .267 .11

Word Segment-Based Strategies
Specific spelling of a word segment /
Spelling rules

.098 .067 .18

Letter-Based Strate ies
SoundMg out .40 .43 .37

Specific letter-sound knowledge .05 .067 .05

Table 2. Percentages for strategies reported in each task.
(Task I=Spelling Task. Task 2=RightVrong Task, Task 3=Choosiniz Task.)
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Whole Word-Based Strategies Amy Anna Jeanie Kevin Miranda
Spelling by analogy

_

Remembering own spelling
/Visualizing a word +

Seeing a spelling elsewhere /Learning
a spelling in class

Knowing the spelling of the target
word / Knowledge specific to the
target word

± + + +

Word Segment-Based Strategies
Specific spelling of a word segment /
Spelling rules -,-+

Letter-Based Strategies
Sounding out + _ -r-i- -1--r

Specific letter-sound knowledge

Table 3. Degree to which strategies were reported by the individual children in
November 1994. (--) indicates the strategy was reported less than 30% of the time, (---)
indicates the strategy was reported at least 30% of the time, and a blank space means it
was not reported at all.
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Whole Word-Based Strategies Amy Anna Jeanie Kevin Miranda
Spelling by analogy

_

Remembering own spelling
/Visualizing a word

Seeing a spelling elsewhere /Learning
a spelling in class ,__i_ ± _L

Knowing the spelling of the target
word / Knowledge specific to the
target word
Word Segment-Based Strategies
Specific spelling of a word segment ;
Spelling rules -I-

Letter-Based Strategies
Sounding out _ _ --I--

Specific letter-sound knowledge

Table 4. Degree to which strategies were reported by the individual children in April
1995. () indicates the strategy was reported less than 30% of the time. (----) indicates
the strategy was reported at least 30% of the time, and a blank space means it was not
reported at all.

5
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Appendix A.
Word List, November 1994

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

pencil little brother
people stamp drink
umbrella shark playing
thumb dinosaur night
jumped' 2 cats truck
fruit
elephant
water
bicycle
watches
sandwich

12Unfortunately this word was very difficult to get across to the children. In the end some of the children
wrote "jump," and some wrote "jumping." No one wrote "jumped," as I had originally intended.
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Appendix B.
Word List and Given Spellings for Task 2: Right/Wrong Task, November 1994

Given Word Given Spelline

little litl
stamp stap
shark shark
dinosaur dinasor
cats cats
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Appendix C.
Word List and Given Spellings for Task 3: Choosing Task. November 1994

Given Word

brother

drink

playing

night

truck

Given Spellings

brother
brothr
bruther
buther

drink
drik
jrink
drek

playina
plaina
plaeying
plang

night
nit
nigt
nite

truck
turck
chruck
truk
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Appendix D.
Word List, April 1995

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

mittens eggs cheese
lamp/light mother towel
telephone bottle hamburger
shoes train juice
butterfly chair smile
popsicle
clapped13
knife
pumpkin
sleeping
presents

13As Ivith the word "jumped," "clapped" was difficult to convey, and I found myself havinv. to say the word
for the children
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Appendix E.
Word List and Given Spellings for Task 2: Right/Wrong Task, April 1995

Given Word Given Spellina

eggs egz
mother mothr
bottle bottle
train train
chair chare

5 f
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Appendix F.
Word List and Given Spellings for Task 3: Choosing Task, April 1995

Given Word Given Spellin2s

cheese

towel

hamburizer

juice

smile

cheese
cheez
cheze
tchese

towel
tawl
towl
tawel

hambumer
hambugger
habureer
haberar

juice
jus
juise
juce

smile
smail
siell
smiel
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